Twenty-five years after the invention of quantum teleportation, the concept of entanglement gained enormous popularity. This is especially nice to those who remember that entanglement was not even taught at universities until the 1990's. Today, entanglement is often presented as a resource, the resource of quantum information science and technology. However, entanglement is exploited twice in quantum teleportation. First, entanglement is the "quantum teleportation channel", i.e. entanglement between distant systems. Second, entanglement appears in the eigenvectors of the joint measurement that Alice, the sender, has to perform jointly on the quantum state to be teleported and her half of the "quantum teleportation channel", i.e. entanglement enabling entirely new kinds of quantum measurements. I emphasize how poorely this second kind of entanglement is understood. In particular, I use quantum networks in which each party connected to several nodes performs a joint measurement to illustrate that the quantumness of such joint measurements remains elusive, escaping today's available tools to detect and quantify it.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1993 six co-authors surprised the world by proposing a method to teleport a quantum state from one location to a distant one [1, 2] . Twenty five years later the surprise is gone, but the fascination remains: How can an object submitted to the no-cloning theorem disappear here and reappear there without anything carrying any information about it transmitted from the sender, Alice, to the receiver, Bob? Today, the answer seems well known and has a name: entanglement [3] . This merely shifts the mystery, and thus the fascination, to entanglement. However, entanglement appears twice in quantum teleportation. The first and most obvious appearance of entanglement is as the "quantum teleportation channel", i.e. entanglement between two systems, the first one controlled by Alice, the second one controlled by Bob. This sort of entanglement is by now pretty well (though no fully) understood. But entanglement appears a second time in quantum teleportation: the measurement that Alice has to perform jointly on the quantum state to be teleported and her half of the "quantum teleportation channel" has all its eigenstates maximally entangled.
Without this second appearance of entanglement, quantum teleportation would be impossible. This can be understood intuitively as follows [4] . First, observe that two (maximally) entangled systems are characterized by the property that if one asks both of them the same question -i.e. perform the same measurement on each of them, then both systems deliver the same answer 1 . Well, for singlets it's just the opposite, they get opposite results instead of identical ones, but that's just a matter of systematically flipping one of the answers. Now, the joint measurement essentially asks to two independent systems the following "strange question": "If I would perform the same measurement on both of you, would you provide the same answer?". This is a question about the relation between the two systems, not a pair of questions to each system whose answers are then combined in some clever way. Indeed, classical systems, including humans, can't answer such unusual joint questions. But quantum systems can. For example, the two systems can answer "yes" and get (maximally) entangled in such a way that whatever identical questions are later asked to them, they'll provide the same answer. Or the answer could be "no" and the two systems get into a different (maximally) entangled state such that their answer to arbitrary but identical questions would always be opposite. As is well-known, in order to terminate the quantum teleportation process, Alice has to communicate (classically) which result she obtained to her "strange question"; then Bob knows whether his system will provide the same answer as had the question been asked to the original system, the one to be teleported, or whether he will receive just the opposite answer. It is important to notice that this classical communication from Alice to Bob carries exactly zero information about the teleported quantum state.
Well, in quantum theory the situation is a bit more complicated, with 4 possible answers to the joint "strange" measurement and a bit more involved relations between the answer and Bob's system. But the essential is there and it calls for understanding! Physics requires an understanding of such joint measurements of similar quality as our understanding of entanglement between distant systems, i.e. of entanglement as quantum teleportation channels. The quality of today's understanding of entanglement between distant systems is illustrated by its relation to Bell non-locality (i.e. Bell inequality violation) [5] , to quantum steering [6] and, highly illuminating in my opinion, by the conceptual tool of the non-local PR-boxes that summarizes in a beautifully simple equation, a ⊕ b = x · y, the involved mathematical concept of entanglement [7] . Something analogous for joint measurements is still missing.
II. QUANTUM TELEPORTATION AND HIGH-IMPACT JOURNALS
On request of the editor, let me stress that "this section presents the author's own opinion regarding publication trends in quantum information"
2 .
Since the advent of quantum teleportation, especially since its first experimental demonstrations [8] [9] [10] , it has become quasi-mandatory to publish in journals with high impact factors, like Nature, Nature Physics, Nature Photonics, Science and PRL. For example, all papers on longdistance quantum teleportation followed that trend (well, probably I am missing some, precisely those that do not follow that pattern): [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . So, what happens if you resist the trend? We tried. We published an experiment in which the state to be teleported was carried by a photon produced long after the entangled photons constituting the quantum teleportation channel had left the laboratory. This required that the entangled photons and the photon carrying the state to be teleported were produced by different laser pulses (though from the same laser). This appeared in J. Opt. Soc. Am. B [17] and received a relatively low number of citations. This is the price to pay for independence. But who cares about independence today 3 ?
I am not complaining, but find it interesting to be aware of the huge impact quantum teleportation had on our community's trend to overvalue high-profile journals, with all the frustration that too often comes along. Unfortunately, that trend spread all over quantum information science. Admittedly, I am not the least responsible person for that 4 . Sorry.
2 Let me add that this is true of all opinions expressed in all my papers. 3 Here is an instructive example. I wrote (among other) the introduction to our long-distance quantum teleportation paper [11] and cited Aristotle for his distinction of form and substance that make up objects. When the proofs arrived we discovered that the editor dared to remove all this stuff about Aristotle, form and substance (although she/he is not a co-author of our paper, isn't it?). I got angry and suggested to my students to withdraw our (accepted) submission to Nature. That proposal triggered a sort of nuclear bomb. No way to argue against the dominant fashion. I surrendered. But the arXiv version of our paper still contains Aristotle (quant-ph/0301178). 4 Though, before having students I used to send all my papers to Physics Letters A, a journal with the enormous quality of always accepting all my submissions, hence allowing me to concentrate on research.
III. THE BELL-STATE MEASUREMENT IN QUANTUM NETWORKS
The joint measurement exploited in quantum teleportation, known as a Bell State Measurement (BSM), is characterized by all its eigenvectors being maximally entangled. For instance, teleportation of qubits require the BSM whose eigenvectors are the four Bell states:
As already pointed out in the original paper [1] , quantum teleportation can be extended to teleportation of entanglement, known as entanglement swapping. This, in turn, can be extended to teleportation over entire and complex networks [18] , as illustrated in Fig. 1 . In such networks, each node with more than one edge performs a joint measurement, possibly on more than two systems. For simplicity, here we concentrate on only two cases, either a line or a triangle, see Figs. 2 and 3. Notice that here only players with a single edge get inputs, denoted x and y, that determine which measurement to perform.
Let us first consider the triangle, see Fig. 3 . If Alice, Bob and Charlie each perform the BSM, then there is a simple classical model that reproduces the statistics of their outcomes, p(a, b, c) -notice that there are no inputs 5 . Hence, somewhat surprisingly, in this case the joint measurement doesn't produce any quantum signature: such a triangle with BSM displays no quantumness.
Let's now consider the line of Fig. 2 . Start with only 2 edges. This corresponds to the scenario of entanglement swapping, i.e. of quantum teleportation of entanglement. For this simple case we name the parties with their usual names, i.e. Alice, Bob and Charlie, instead of A 1 , A 2 and A 3 , and similarly for the outcomes. Depending on Bob's outcome b, Alice's and Charlie's qubits get projected onto different entangled states; which exact entangled state depends on b. This can be checked with some entanglement witness, or, in a device-independent way, with some Bell inequality. For the CHSH inequality, assuming perfect (noise-free) measurements, a violation is obtained if the product of the visibilities 6 satisfies
Such a high visibility has been achieved experimentally, e.g. [21] , but with non-independent sources for the two quantum states ρ 1 and ρ 2 represented by the edges. [19] . The λj's represent independent quantum states, or, in the classical scenario used for comparison, random independent local variables. Only the first and last parties get inputs, x and y respectively.
FIG. 1: Example of a quantum network. Each edge represents a resource shared by the connected nodes. The resource are entangled quantum states, or, in order to compare with classical networks, correlated local variables (i.e. shared randomness). In this paper we consider only cases where inputs are provided to parties connected by a single edge.

FIG. 2: (N-1)-local scenario in a line
However, in such an entanglement scenario with independent sources, like e.g. [22] , it is very natural to check for quantumness by comparing it with classical correlations under the assumption that the local (hidden) variables are also independent:
Such a case is called bi-local [23, 24] , to contrast it with the usual Bell locality. In case of n independent sources, the achievable classical correlations are called n-local [25] [26] [27] .
In the bi-locality scenario it has been proven that a visibility product of W 1 · W 2 > 1 2 suffices to prove quantumness, i.e. to prove a quantum advantage over bi-local classical correlations [23, 24] . Accordingly, in the symmetric case W j < 1/ √ 2 ≈ 71% suffices, as, e.g., in the experiment of Ref. [22] . In this scenario, an explicit nonlinear inequality (non-linear because the set of n-local correlations in non convex for all n ≥ 2) has been found and fully analysed [28] . The analyses show that this bi- local scenario is essentially identical to the old and wellknown CHSH Bell inequality between 2 parties. The relation builds on the fact that the 2-bit outcome of the BSM is equivalent to the outcome of σ z ⊗ σ z for the first bit and σ x ⊗ σ x for the second bit. Hence, in a nutshell, Bob measures both of his qubits in the x − z bases, while Alice and Charlie measure in the ±45
• bases, exactly as in the CHSH case. This is quite disappointing, as the threshold visibility per singlet, 1/ √ 2, is identical to the simpler case of CHSH between 2 parties. Apparently, the assumption of independent local variables λ 1 and λ 2 plays no role. But that cannot be! Independence is a strong assumption, it should thus lead to consequences. This illustrates how poorly we understand joint measurements. Could it be that increasing the number of inputs at Alice and Charlie's side, or studying longer linear chains, allows one to lower the threshold visibility per singlet? Reference [25] , which considers n-locality in longer lines, and reference [26] , which derives n-local inequalities from Bell inequalities, suggest the contrary and, so far, numerous numerical searches lead to disappointing results, see though the interesting findings in [29] [30] [31] [32] .
The mentioned negative results are no proof that the bi-local scenario is useless to lower the threshold visibility per singlet. But they call for alternative ideas. One nice idea is to go for a star network [26, 33] , though so far results seem very similar to the bi-local case.
The next section recalls results first presented in [34] , a paper I never submitted to any journal, hence parts of it are reproduced here. In a nutshell, it presents another joint measurement and applies it to a 3-partite scenario in the triangle configuration with 3 independent sources.
IV. THE ELEGANT JOINT MEASUREMENT ON 2 QUBITS
In order to study joint measurements different from the BSM we like to find a 2-qubit basis with 4 partially entangled eigenstates, all with the same degree of entanglement and some nice symmetries. For this, we start with the 4 vertices of the tetrahedron inscribed in the poincaré sphere:
Using cylindrical coordinates,
, one obtains the natural correspondence with qubit states (note that here η j = ±1/ √ 3 for all j):
Note that m j = m j | σ| m j , as expected (with σ the 3 Pauli matrices).
Inspired by [35, 36] , we consider the following 2-qubit basis constructed on anti-parallel spins [34] :
where | − m is orthogonal to | m : it has the same form as (8) but with η → −η and φ → φ + π. Notice that in (10) the states Φ j are written in their Schmidt bases. In order to check that the Φ j are normalised and mutually orthogonal one should use m, − m|ψ
Using the corresponding 1-dimensional projectors:
it is not difficult to compute the partial traces and observe the elegant properties:
In words, the partial states (obtained by tracing out one party) point along the edges of the tetrahedron, but with Bloch vectors of reduced lengths
We name the 2-qubit measurement with eigenstates (9-10) the Elegant Joint Measurement (EJM). We believe it is unique with all 4 eigenstates having identical degrees of partial entanglement and with all partial states of all eigenstates parallel or anti-parallel to the vertices of the tetrahedron.
V. QUANTUM CORRELATION FROM SINGLETS AND THE EJM IN THE TRIANGLE CONFIGURATION
Consider 3 independent singlets in the triangle configuration and assume that Alice, Bob and Charlie each perform the EJM on their 2 (independent) qubits, see 
The normalization holds: 4 · 
Hence, all pairs of parties are correlated, e.g. p tr (a|b) = 1 4 . In worlds, given an outcome b = k for Bob, Alice's outcome has a large chance to take the same value:
. Accordingly:
The strength of the 3-party correlation is even more impressive:
Hence p tr (a = b = c) = 4 · The high correlation displayed by p tr strongly suggests that it can't be realized by any 3-local model. However, one has to be careful. Indeed, reference [34] presents two 3-local models with even higher correlations, though not symmetric and not reproducing the correlations (14-16) of p tr . For completeness, these two models are reproduced in the next section VI. Since [34] was posted on the arXiv quite some researchers tried to prove or disprove the 3-local nature of p tr . In particular Elisa Bäumer and Elie Wolfe (private communications) devoted time to this fascinating question, the first one with strong arguments in favour of a negative answer and the second one, using his "inflation method" [37, 38] , arguing in favour of a positive answer. The fact is that the 3-local nature of p tr remains elusive. More generally, the existence/nonexistence of a quantum scenario that can provably not be reproduced by any 3-local model and that respects the triangle symmetry, or some other closed symmetric loop, remains open, illustrating how poorely we understand joint measurements. Let me emphasize that if such a quantum example exists, its quantumness could only be due to the joint measurements, as in a loop there are no "ends", hence no parties with inputs, in strong contrast to the by now common Bell inequality scenarios. I elaborate on this in section VII.
VI. IS PT R(A, B, C) 3-LOCAL?
In this section, we consider the question whether the quantum probability p tr (a, b, c) is 3-local, i.e. whether it can be reproduced by a 3-local model:
In such a 3-local model of p tr (a, b, c) the Alice-Bob correlation could only be due to their shared randomness γ. Similarly, the correlation between Bob and Charlie is necessarily due to α and the Alice-Charlie correlation due to β. Accordingly, each local variable α, β and γ would contain a 4-dit, equally distributed among the values 1,2,3,4, and with a relatively high probability both Alice and Bob output the 4-dit contained in γ, and similarly for the other pairs of parties. Admittedly, this is only an argument, not a proof of the conjecture that p tr is non-local.
Accordingly, let's consider the following natural type of 3-local models. Let γ = (γ 1 , γ 2 ), where γ 1 = 1, 2, 3, 4, each with equal probability and γ 2 = 0, 1 with prob(γ 2 = 1) = q. The idea is that whenever γ 2 = 1, then Alice and Bob results are given by γ 1 , hence Alice and Bob get perfectly correlated. More explicitly, Alice's output function reads: Table I indicates all possible outputs (whereq ≡ (1 − q) = prob(α 2 = 0) = prob(β 2 = 0) = prob(γ 2 = 0)). Averaging the probabilities that a = b = c over the 8 combinations of values of α 2 , β 2 and γ 2 , i.e. over the 8 lines of Table 1 , gives:
Hence, the maximal 3-partite correlation of our 3-local model is achieved for q = 1 2 and reads:
This is much smaller than the value obtained in the quantum case with the Elegant Joint Measurement. The above is not a proof, but leads us to conjecture that the quantum probability p tr (a, b, c) is not 3-local. Indeed, γ has to correlate A an B, i.e. γ contributes to the probability that a = b, and β contributes to p tr (a = c) and α contributes to p tr (b = c). But then the three independent variables α, β and γ can't do the job for the 3-partite correlation a = b = c.
Note that if the outcomes are grouped 2 by 2, such that outcomes are binary, then a 3-local model similar to (21) can reproduce the quantum correlation. But, again, with 4 outcomes per party this seems impossible.
A. A natural but asymmetric 3-local model
There is another 3-local model that we need to consider, directly inspired by the quantum singlet states shared by each pair of parties. Assume that the three local variables α, β and γ each take values (0,1) or (1,0) with 50% probabilities, where the first bit of α is sent to Bob and the second bit to Charlie, and similarly for β and γ. Clearly, this 3-local model assumes binary local variables, i.e. bits, but we like to keep the notation (0,1) and (1,0) for the two values.
The outcomes are then determined by the two bits that each party receives from the local variables it shares with his two neighbours. We like to maximize the probability p(a = b = c). All output functions that maximize p(a = b = c) are equivalent. One possible choice is:
Note that in this 3-local model γ imposes that both Alice and Bob can only output one out of two values. Which of the two values happens depends on the second local variable. This provides intuition why this 3-local model achieves p(a = b = c) = This simple 3-local model shows that in order to prove the non-3-locality of p tr (a, b, c) it is not sufficient to consider p(a = b = c), but one has to consider also the cases a = b = c.
VII. CONSEQUENCES OF A NON-3-LOCAL QUANTUM TRIANGLE
Let's assume that there is a nicely symmetric quantum example of a triangle provably not 3-local, e.g. a probability distribution p(a, b, c) which derives from 3 independent quantum states and identical quantum measurements in the triangle configuration, see Fig. 3 , that has no 3-local decomposition (20) 7 . What would that imply for our worldview? First, notice that in such a scenario there are no inputs. Accordingly, one could imagine a toy universe consisting of only 6 qubits, without anything outside, which nevertheless manifests quantumness, including provable randomness. Well, the outcomes a, b and c should get out of this mini-quantum-universe in order to produce any evidence; one more manifestation of the infamous quantum measurement problem [40, 41] . This is in strong contrast to the usual Bell inequality scenario where inputs provided from outside the systems under test are essential to prove any quantumness. Of course, our 6 qubit toy universe must satisfy the assumption of independence of the 3 sources (without any assumption, nothing can be proven). But this assumption is really minimal: if the sources are spatially separated, then it is very natural to assume that they are independent. The first source could be powered by solar power and produce entangled photons, the second source powered by human energy and produce entangled atoms, and the third source powered by nuclear power and produce some entangled quantum "stuff", e.g. cats or crystals [42] .
Admittedly, one may argue that Alice, for instance, somehow gets inputs from the sources denoted β and γ on Fig. 3 . But in Bell inequality scenarios one never thinks of the source in-between Alice and Bob as the inputs, the inputs are determining the measurement setting and, in Bell scenarios, necessarily come from outside the quantum systems. Nothing like this in the triangle scenario. Quantumness would be proven from inside the 6 qubit toy universe 8 . Also quantum randomness would be proven within this toy universe.
A second interesting consequence of a "quantum triangle" appears when one moves the sources α, β and γ close to one of the players, or even inside the players. Assume the source α is given to Bob, β is given to Charlie and γ to Alice. In the quantum case, Alice, Bob and Charlie each emits some quantum state, e.g. one qubit, and sends it to his partner counter-clock wise. In the classical case they each send an arbitrarily large amount of classical information (possibly infinite) to their partner, still counter-clock wise. The 3-local assumption of independence translates into the assumption that all communications are well enough synchronized to guarantee that each party sends out his quantum state or classical information before receiving anything from his partner. In this way one compares the power of quantum communication (of even just a qubit) with the power of classical communication, possibly an infinite amount of classical information. Under the synchronization assumption of the communications, one would prove the superiority of the former over the latter.
Admittedly, a similar story of replacing entanglement (shared randomness) by quantum (classical) communication can be told for the standard Bell inequality scenario. Instead of an entanglement source in-between Alice and Bob, Alice would send a quantum state to Bob prior to receiving her input x. This would allow them to violate the CHSH-Bell inequality, while if Alice is restricted to sending classical information -prior to receiving her input -they can't violate any Bell inequality.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In summary, 25 years after the beautiful invention of quantum teleportation lots of progress has been made on Bell-locality [5] , on quantum steering [6] and more generally quantum information theory. Likewise enormous progress happens in experimental, applied and engineering, even in industrialization of quantum technologies [43] [44] [45] . But, quite surprisingly and disappointingly, essentially no progress took place in improving our understanding of joint measurements 9 , i.e. on the second usage of entanglement in quantum teleportation. For example, it was proven that there is no simple analog of PR-boxes for joint measurements [50] [51] [52] [53] . This is exciting, as it indicates that big surprises still await us in the -hopefully not too far -future.
